
Resource 1 - Kakaha Pā/Waiwera Resource 2 - Wenderholm

1) At her birth she was clutching a blood clot which in the eyes of
her mother meant a long and victorious life, hence Wikitoria.

1) c)

2) d) 2) a)

3) Eliza 3) To spread christianity to Māori.

4) d) 4) b)

5) b) 5) c)

6) The English language (of the pākehā) and how to fish. 6) b)

7) A musket, a comb, a dress, a mirror, a baby (Wikitoria) 7) Wikitoria, Te Hemera and Governor Hobson

8) She was very good at catching birds in the traps she set. 8) The Crown.

9) During summer she deliberately tried to darken her skin to
look more like her mother.

9) That the waters that she was born into, and died in, had a
magical effect on her, giving her new life.

10) To speak to, and negotiate with, both Māori and pākehā by
understanding and speaking both languages.

10) Various but probably it was because these were the
warriors that had taken the lives of her tribe so she did not give
them any dignity in death.

11) They traded flax, potatoes, kumara, pigs and three week
marriages.

11) Various - share with a friend or your teacher.

12) Because Āhere deliberately chose to give birth in the waters
that flowed from Papatūānuku, earth mother.

New Words: Bestowed means to give a gift or honor. New Words:Womb means the organ in a female that houses
the young before birth.

Dissipated means to slowly disappear Perished means death.

Forged means to create something strong and successful Nestled means to settle or lie comfortably between or in
something.

Intimacy means a close friendship or familiarity. Remnants means a part that remains or is leftover.

Conspiratorial means a relationship or meeting that is secretive Behest means at the request or orders of another.

Negotiate means to obtain or bring about something via
discussion.

Influential means having great influence

Anguish means severe mental or physical suffering Exotic means not from the land where they are currently.

Hollow means words without real significance or meaning Compulsory means required by law.

Parts of Speech: Nouns Parts of Speech: Adjectives

a) Nest a) Warrior’s

b) Hand b) Passionate

c) Ship c) Thick


